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10SWELL

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

VOLUME 4.

Its a

M1DLY

tion of new local branches is being
reported from the field workers nearly
every day. At the present meeting
plans will be considered for increasing
the membership and it is believed
that it will foe more than doubled with
in the next six months.
The present officers of the Mississippi division, most of whom will probably be retained, are as follows:
J. M. Bass, President; T. F. Rule,
vice president; W. G. Russell, secreTHE tary and treasurer; F. M. Boyd, Chap FIRST WITNESS' CALLED FOR
r
THE DEFENSE HIS FAMILY
lain; T. W. Thompson, conductor;
PHYSICIAN.
Penn, door keeper; T. R. Palmer,
H. W. Bradshaw. B. II. Wade, W. B.
Dunway ajid M. A. Brown, executive
committee.

THE 1 HAW

DEFENSE

STORM
AND
EAST IN
GRIP OF A BLIZZARD.

THE NORTH

Ab-ne-

telephone office. The hotel people
state that after they had twice sent
in the alarm, the girl at central called
them and asked where the fire was.
When they told her the hotel was
burning she merely answered "All
right." She was a new hand an is
thought to have misunderstood the
purpose of telling her the place of
the fire.
Chief Charles Whiteman, of the fire
department, called at the Record of
fice this morning, and states .that the CAMERON
BILL
reason the department was not called
out for the fire was that the girl at
the central telephone office did not
send in an alarm. The fire department
he states did not know of the fire un

after a session lasting nearly all night
a vote of 56 to 13 adopted an ordinance which, if approved by the voters at the April election will settle
the Chicago traction question. The
ordinance adopted provides that the
city shall issue
franchises to
the Chicago City Railway Co. and
Union Traction Co., with the under
standing that on six months notice at
any time the city may purchase the
street railways controlled by these
plus the
companies for $50,000,000,
cost of
The city will
receive 55 per cent of the net income
of the street railways In question.

New York, Feb. 5. For more than
hours New York has been in the
grip of a fierce northeast snowstorm.
Ten inches of snow had fallen up to
eight o'clock this morning, the great
24

est fall within 24 hours for several
years. In all streets containing sur
face car lines the snow is piled six

feet high between the tracks and the
Bidewalks. but by constant work the
moat of the lines are kept open. Sub-

urban locals and through trains are
greatly delayed. Harbor traffic moved
slowly. An army of snow shovelers
'estimated at five thousand was at
work on the streets today.
Traffic Seriously Hampered.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 5. The traffic
of Greater Boston is seriously hampered by a anow storm which develop
ed last night and increased today.
Fury of the Storm Increasing.
New Haven, Conn., Feb. 5. A wild
snow storm, which began late yes
terday afternoon and continued today
with steadily increasing fury, had a
disastrous effect on traffic, both upon
the steam lines and trolley roads all
over the state. Not for several win
ters have the steam roads been so
tied up as they were today.
Coldest of the Year.
Tope k a. Kan., Feb. 5. Four below
rero was registered at midnight, the
coldest of the year. At four o'clock
this morning a heary snow storm be
gan, which lasted during the forenoon
Woman and Five Children Frozen.
Bismark, Dak., Feb. 5. A telephone
message from Goodrich, a town on
the Carrington branch of the Northern Pacific is to the effect that an un
known woman and five children were
frozen to death there last night.
22 to 32 Below Zero.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 5. Street ther
mometers today registered from 22
to 32 below zero, according to the
exposure of the instruments.
Wild Weather on the Coast.
Chatham, Mass.. Feb. 5. A blind
ing snow storm, driven by a
northeast gale is making wild weather conditions on the coast. Nothing
is known yet as to the fate of ships
which left Boston yesterday bound
south around Cape Cod.
A Foot of Snow in Nebraska.
Lincoln, Neb.. Feb. 5. The heavy
snow storm of yesterday in Nebraska swept over almost the entire state.
the depth of snow being more than a
foot. The temperature in Lincoln
this morning was ten below zero.
60-mi- le

Floods in Oregon.

Portland. Ore- - Feb. 5. A rise of
several degrees in temperature, fol
lowing a snowfall of two or three
Inches In the Willamette valley and
perhaps as many feet in the foothills
has created flood conditions in all
the streams on the Willamette watershed. The continuation of the present
warm rains for another 24 hours it
is feared will cause a February flood
similar to that of 1890, when the water entered the streets of Porland.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation
Company's line has been blocked since
Saturday by snowslldes. The railroad
officials pronounce the conditions the
worst in 20 years.
MISSISSIPPI FARMERS'
UNION fN CONVENTION.
Jackson. Miss., Feb. 5. The Mississippi convention of the Farmers" Educational and
Union of

20-ye-

HILL SAYS RATES
MUST BE ADVANCED,
New York, Feb. 5. James J. Hill,
in an interview here yesterday is
quoted as saying: "With the present
advance on cost of operation the railroads will soon be forced to consider
an advance of rates, instead of a reduction. The rates In America are
down to about the rates in Europe. It
seems to me that tells the whole sto
ry."
o

TO CELEBRATE THE
JAMESTOWN ANNIVERSARY
Chicago. 111., Feb. 5 A mass meet
ing of the men of the Episcopal
churches of Chicago will be held this
evening at Orchestra hall, when plans
will be imade for a national celebration
of the three hundredth anniversary
of the holding of the first church ser
vices at Jamestown, Va. The celebration will be held at Richmond, Va.,
and members of Episcopal churches
in all parts of the country will par

ticipate.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

CONVENTION.

Will Be Held Tomorrow Night at the
Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school con
The semi-annuvention of all the Protestant churches
of Roswell will be held in the First
al

Presbyterian church tomorrow even
ing at 7:30. An excellent program has
been prepared and all persons interested in Sunday school work are requested to be present. The annual
election of officers will follow the
program, which is given below:
Program.
Song, "All Hail the Power of Jesus'
Name.

Invocation, Rev. J. H. Murray.
Topic. "How
Can We Keep the
Children Interested in Sunday School
Work?" E. S. Glbbany.
Solo, Mle.s Edith Rod key.
Topic, "What are the Benefits of
the Teachers Meetings to the
day School?" R. M. Parsons.

Sun-- ,

.

Solo, Mr. L. R. Alexander.
Topic, "What are the Results of
Tardiness of Teachers?" J. W. Gamel.
Song; election of officers- and social
half hour; Benediction.
Talks on each topic are confined to
ten minutes each. Discussion on the
topics will be confined to three min
-

utes to the speaker.
Indiana Hog Show.
Indianapolis. Ind., Feb. 5. The an
nual bench and pet stock show of the
Fanciers Association of Indiana open
ed today and will last through Friday
A large number of thoroughbred dogs
are on exhibition.

9

Sfi

WANTED:
A competent Das- try cook. Address XXY. care
Record.

America opened tn the state capltol
this morning, with several hundred
o
delegates representing alt the counMorrow Sells to Hamilton.
ties at the state In attendance. OffH. R Morrow barf sold his farm of
icers will be elected for the coming 120 acres cornering on Lovers Lane,
year and other important business to W. G. Hamilton at $100 per acre.
transacted.
In the farm are 35 acres of alfalfa,
G. W. Russell of Hasten nrat. secre- IS acres of orchard and the rest In
tary and treasurer of the Mississippi cultivation, all under water right. A
division, reports that the union now residence and other buildings are on

more than 700 chartered locals the place.
In the state and a total membership
of about 30,000. The union is enjoyThe Infant child of Juan Chaves
ing a steady growth and the organiza died last night and was buried today.
ha

it was all over.

It was lucky that the building was
not totally destroyed. The- damage is
estimated at about $150, fully cover
ed by insurance.
-

NUMBER 288

Ring Ullery Furniture

Phone 75

The members of Mr. Bur sum's fac
tion have not received any aid from
Solomon Luna, the national committeeman of the Republican party for
the Territory. Mr. Luna recently returned from an extended trip east.
and while there he had an opportunity
to look over the situation with refer
ence to the fight on the Governor. He
came back satisfied that the Govern
or had strong support in official cir
cles, and that it would result in disINTRODUCES A NEW aster to the party in New Mexico to JUDGE
IN
ROSWELL
NELSON
ON THE SUBJECT.
fight the Governor's policy of hon
PICKING A PLACE.
esty and economy.
The supporters of Mr. Bursum in
the legislature may suffer a surprise
before the end of this week. It is be
ing talked of in a guarded way, and
COMMITTEES AT WORK some of the members of the legisla- TALKS OF CONVENTION
ture who are committed to a policy
of opposition to graft are working in

PROHIBITS

til
NEW JERSEY REPUBLISIX WERE FROZEN
THE PLEA
INSANITY
CANS FINALLY AGREE.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. S. The Republican legislative caucus this afternoon
nominated Frank O. Briggs for U. S.
Senator to, succeed John F. Dryden,
by a vote of 22 to 18. The vote subseChildren
Perish
Woman and Five
The Doctor Declared That Defendant
From Cold in North Dakota. Wild quently was made unanimous.
District
Was at Times Irrational.
Weather on the Coast and Fate of
Witness
Attorney
Jerome
the
Puts
TRACTION
CHICAGO
THE
Foot of Snow in
Ships Doubtful.
Through Most Severe Cross ExamiQUESTION SETTLED.
Floods in Oregon.
Nebraska.
nation.
Chicago, Feb. 5. The city council,
"Just Getting Interested."
by

FEBRUARY 5, 1907

Only Cost You $1 Per Room.

Good Precaution to Disinfect Your House

AflERCE

EVENING,

1 mm.

SITE FOR

GAMBLING

STOCK SALE

a quiet way to secure additional sup
port with good prospects of success.

Says There Will Be Mora People at
the Roswell Meeting Than Haa Been
at Amarillo.
Want to See Counpromoters
of the "Good Govern
The
try, and Membership is Increasing
meat Movement" in Roswell have de
New Feature for the Meeting.
cided to take Time by the Forelock,
and instead of waiting until next week
as announced in last night's Record
will hold a meeting of organization
o
this week and get in readiness for the
RAILROAD OFFICIALS HERE
speech making jubilee of the week
Judge O. H. Nelson, president of
Special to The Daily Record.
FOR DIRECTORS' MEETING
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 5. In the following. Accordingly, a mass meet the Western Stock Yards Co., of Am
New York, Feb. 5. The first witAvery Turned, vice president and Council
last evening the following bills ing is called to be held Thursday night arillo, Tex., and Ft. Madison, Iowa,
ness called by the defense in the general manager,
J. N. Freeman, trea were introduced:
at 7:30 in the court house for the pur
Thaw case this morning was Dr. C. surer,
and Don A. Sweet, auditor of
C. B. No. 21, (Sargent) to amend pose mentioned and also to hear the arrived in Roswell this morning from
C. Wiley, of Pittsburg, Thaw's family
P. V. & N. E. Railroad Co., came Section 255 Compiled Laws.
sentiment of the leading citizens on Carlsbad. He stopped here to look
physician,
connected with Dixmont the
night from Amarillo. To a
in
last
for a site for the annual Panhandle
No. 22 (Chavez) relating to mar the question of civic morals.
insane asylum. Wiley said that in Record reporter Mr. Turner said rel
The first purpose of the meeting on sale of pure blood stock, which always
riages.
1905 he witnessed an incident from
ative to their visit: "We are here
No. 23 (Chavez) relating to depo Thursday night will be to organize a goes
which he drew the conclusion that merely to
with the Panhandle Cattlemen's
attend a special meeting sitions.
"Good Government League." This orThaw was sometimes irrational. He of the directors
doConvention, and making other arthe
The
of
road.
only
ganization
perfected,
will
be
and
No.
24
(Cameron)
amending
1905
he
the
said that in the summer of
ings of this meeting make too long Sunday laws on a status providing
ten minute talks will be allowed. The rangements. He and the Roswell men
was a passenger on a street car in
story
merely
a
for
is
as
recital,
the
it
non-r- e
interested have found two sites, eithfor the operating of restaurants, nec league is to be
Pittsburg, when Thaw entered, and
to
is
detailed
routine
business
that
one of which would be satisfactory.
ligious
er
good
and
All
essary
and
rushharvesting
other industries
without apparent reason, Thaw
come up."
No. 25 (Cameron) relating to in citizens of whatever belief or party Their decision will be announced laed to the blind of one of the windows,
Then, with a smiled Mr. Turner corporated towns.
are invited to come out and partici ter.
drew it up and slammed it down, then
"No,
meeting has noth
continued:
Judge Nelson is enthusiastic as to
No. 26 (Cameron) prohibiting gam pate. It is hoped that the better citi
threw it up again. He had a quarrel ing to do with the
our late unpleasant- bling in New Mexico.
zenship of Roswell will come out on the success of the April meeting of
with the conductor over the action. ness.
It is strictly routine business,
No. 27 (Dalies) for the relief of this occasion and show their stand on cattlemen. He is 'especially enthusiasA hypothetical question in which was
We expect to leave Tuesday evening.' Torrance county.
tic as to his portion of It, the sale.
the good government proposition.
outlined the killing of Stanford White
As it known to Record readers, one He says that he will have as fine cat
Dalies secured the passage of his
coupled with an interrogation as to
bill for the creation of the new coun of the indirect purposes of the league tle, both Herefords and Shorthorns,
whether the witness could express an TO INVESTIGATE CAUSE OF
COTTON FLUCTUATIONS ty of Torrance, under suspension of will be to lend moral support to Gov as can be found anywhere in the
opinion of such an act committed by
Washington, Feb. 4. The House to the rules, also the bill for the relief ernor Hagerman in his splendid and world, and they will be drawn from
the person he saw in the Pittsburg
impartial work in reforming politics the herds of the Southwest.
street car was propounded. Wiley ex- day passed a resolution calling upon of Torrance county.
"As to the convention," said Judge
The Council did not meet until 2:30 and political conditions generally in
pressed the opinion that such person the Secretary of Commerce and La
was suffering from insanity. Later the bor, through the Bureau of Corpora this afternoon, and did nothing of im New Mexco. Especally since he is Nelson, "I look for a great attenda Chaves county man, should the peo ance. For the past three years there
hypothetical question and answer was tions to investigate the causes of portance to this hour.
The House met at 2:20 and the pie of this community lend him their has been an average of 3,000 people
stricken out on the ground that the fluctuations in the price of cotton and
doctor did not base his opinion en- the differences in market prices of employees appropriation bill is to be moral support. All these reasons coir at the convention at Amarillo. It
tirely uponthe hypothetical question. various classes of cotton. The inves- up for consideration. It will probably bine in urging a full attendance, both should be much larger at Roswell. for
Justice Fitzgerald ruled that the mat- tigation is to be conducted with the pass by ah overwhelming majority at the meeting Thursday night and the reason that it is coming to a new
place and to a place which the memat the mass meeting next week.
ter would have to be gone over again. particular object of ascertaining whe and be vetoed by the Governor.
A good program has been prepared bers and their families would natuIt is reported that a passing of the
his ther fluctuations in prices have re
Attorney Gleason then
It rally want to visit. They will come,
question by the statutes of the state sulted in whole or part from the char- appropriation over the executive veto for the Thursday night meeting.
too, if the T. P. gives the rate it has
of New York, and Dr. Wiley declared acter of contracts and deliveries there will result in a resort to injunction is as follows:
"The Bar and Good Government," partly promised. The association now
that the act was that of an insane on made on cotton exchanges dealing by the citizens of this county.
has 800 members. It is understood
in futures, or is the result of any
The Beach modification- - of the Sun Hon. G. A. Richardson.
man.
'The Pnlpit and Good Government" that enough applications for memberDistrict Attorney Jerome put the conspiracy or combination which in day laws was reported unfavorably,
ship will 'be received at the Roswell
and was followed by a resolution prac Rev. J. W. Smith.
witness through the most severe terferes with or hinders commerce.
meeting to bring the total up to
o
Good
Man
and
"The
Professional
tically declaring the Governor to be
cross examination ever heard in the
1,500. That does not Include the la
CO'S delinquent in its enforcement. Hud Government," Dr. C. M. Yater.
court room. The prosecuting attorney NEW YORK COFFEE
dies."
Message,
Hagerman.
J.
J.
speech
opposition
to
speth's
the
in
seemed to have every medical auth
FAflOUS COFFEE
Judge Nelson was accompanied
"The Press and Good Government,"
resolution defeated it.
ority at his finger tips. The care with
by W. P. Anderson, of Lake- here
Will
Robinson.
(Signed)
McCUTCHEN.
prepared
meet
to
Thaw's
which he had
BREAKFAST
BELL
wood,
who, as live stock agent for
Good
Schools
Govern
"The
and
plea of insanity was evident in his
he Santa Fe, is interested in the cat
ment," J. M. Reid.
AT
every question, and at times the witA Delayed Special of Yesterday.
The program was gotten up by a tle convention. He reports that the
ness hesitated in his answers as if
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 4. Both houses
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
composed of Will Robin- - Lakewood country will send a fea
completely
baffled. Dr. Wiley was
held short sessions this afternoon. committee
fire when luncheon was
still un-iNothing of importance was done in on, Rev. H. F. Vermillion and Ed S. ture to the Roswell convention that
Chicken Tamale Supper.
could not be secured elsewhere in
ordered. "Are you nearly through?"
House. The Council passed Dalies Gibbany, named at a meeting Sunday
The ladies of the Baptist church the
Rev. C. C. Hill the world. It will be a delegation of
Tor- ifternoon at which
asked Justice Fitzgerald of the dis
of
providing
bill
the
creation
for
will serve a chicken tamale super
trict attorney. '
rance county with Willard as the presided and J. J. Beck acted as sec 100 cowboys, dressed in the native
Tuesday,
Feb. 12, in the rear room of
:arb and mounted. All will bring their
"No, indeed, your honor," replied
county
seat, by a vote of eleven to retary.
ponies, and G. M. Slaughter, W. M.
U. S. Meat Market. This room be one,
Jerome, "I am just getting interested the
negative.
Sulzer voting in the
ing used by Mr. Gilkeson as a sample
The Shelby Hotel will serve a bip Atkinson and others have promised
in the subject."
Cameron introduced a bill to pro turkey
supper
before
room,
served
cannot
dinner tomorrow. Be sure and entertainment for the horses during
be
o
also
Mexico,
gambling
New
in
hibit
5 p. m. Price 25 cents.
the convention. These 100 cowboys,
It a bill to permit incorporated towns don't forget it.
FIRE AT RICHARDS
right off the range, will be a show
PUT OUT BY GUESTS.
and cities to issue business licenses. EIGHT KILLED AND
worth coming to see. Mr. Anderson
Increase Capital Stock.
Fire broke out under the stairway
Both houses adjourned until tomorrow
FOURTEEN INJURED. says they will hold a tournament for
Ogden, Utah, Feb. 5. At a special afternoon.
at the Richards Hotel ar 1:15 last
Committees are at work
Salida, Colo., Feb. 5. Eight pers
night, probably caused by a cigar or meeting of the Goldfleld Crown King on the employees bill, which proba ons were killed and fourteen injured, fancy riding, instead of the usual ropcigarette stump, and 'burned rapidly Stockholders here today the articles bly will be reported tomorrow after two of whom are expected to die, in ing contests. This tournament will be
up the staircase to the hall in the sec of incorporation will be amended to noon. No report has yet been made a snowslide which came down Mon carried on according to the ideas of
the old time riders as described in
of on the district attorney bill. This
ond story. All the guests were arous increase the number of shares
arch mountain in the Monarch min- - Scott's "Ivanhoe." Riding with lancea
20,000.
200
to
from
stock
brigade
to
a
form
bucket
ed in time
measure appears to be steadily losing ng camp, eighteen miles west of Sa
and catching rings will be one of the
and put out the flames with water
support.
lida at 8:30 last night. The slide contests. Levi Joy, who is said to
George B. Jewett has bought the
from the open irrigation ditch that
(Signed) LOOMIS.
wrecked three buildings and partly challenge the world in this kind of
flows near by. The stairway was bad- interest of his - partner, Charles W.
demolished a fourth.
riding, will be here to enter the lists.
ly charred and the papers up stairs Burns, in the Jewett & Burns pool. Special Mail Correspondence.
Another feature will be a revival
4.
on
Main
M.,
bowling
parlor
N.
Fe,
third
Feb.
The
Santa
and
wall.
from
billiard
burned
the
AFTER THE SECRE
of the expert rifle marksmanship conLandlord Brock, of the hotel, states street and will continue the business week of the legislature opened with
TARY OF THE INTERIOR. test. Several contestants of world
that three times a fire alarm was alone. Mr. Burns sold because he between fifty and sixty bills under
Washington, Feb. 5. Senator Hey- - wide fame will be in attendance. One
employment.
consideration by the various commit burn introduced a resolution
sent in from the hotel to the central wanted out-dotoday
tees of the two houses. Both houses instructing the Secretary of the Inte- of these will be A. H. Borardus, Jr.,
of Springfield, 111. However, he will
afterhad adjourned until Monday
patents on all lands and have a worthy opponent in the perto
rior
issue
noon in order to allow the members mining
applications where the proof son of a local product. Homer Wilder,
who cared to go to their homes to
submitted shows full compliance with of Lakewood, will be put up against
do so and return on Monday morning. the law and
where no protests have the best.
Quite a number availed themselves
v
been filed. "
of the opportunity, but most of the
House continued consideration JAPAN DISAVOWS ANY
The
members remained in the city and of the rivers and harbors bill, the
INCLINATION TO WAR.
talked over legislative matters.
Is our special inducegeneral debate on which will termi
Chicago, Feb. 5. A Washington dla
Mr. Bursum was here in conference nate at three o'clock.
'
patch to the Tribune says: In resment this week and we
with some of the leaders of his fac
ponse to a' direct cable from the edition, but neither Mr. Bursum nor any
have the stock. See
tor of the Chicago- Tribune to MarDied of Tuberculosis.
of his lieutenants appeared to be very
Mrs. Black, sister of Miss Mildred quis Saionji, minister of foreign affairs
Desks,
wiudow.
our
jubilant over the situation. The work Blackshire, a saleslady at the store at Toklo,
the Japanese government
of downing the Governor has not pro- of Price & Co., died
night at nine yesterday instructed its embassy here
Chairs and Bookcases.
gressed as satisfactorily as it had o'clock at her home last
on North Hill, of also by cable, to convey to Ue Ameribeen hoped and some of the old lead tuberculosis.
We control the Globe-WernicShe came here ' about can people its disavowal of all Incliers refused to clamber into the band three months ago from
Louisiana for nation towards war with the United
and other
wagon with the alacrity which it had
place of interment States, and its belief that the differhealth.
her
The
been presumed that they would. Tom has not yet
standard lines.
ences between the two countries are
been decided upon.
Burns has been here for some days
and always have been susceptible to
way
on
his
from Tierra Amarilla to
The Shelby Hotel win serve a big pacific treatment.
THIS DESK ONLY $35.00
Mexico, but he fonnd it convenient turkey dinner tomorrow. Be sure and
to stop off and rest here for a suffi not forget it.
Mrs. Tom Waller, of Lakewood, was
cient length of time to see most of
here shopping today. .
the'members of the legislature, and The Spooner Dramatic Co. opened
is certain that he did not counsel a two weeks engagement at the MaSpecial attention given to particuit
THE LEADERS,
any organised opposition to the Gov jestic Theatre last night with a full lar needs of each child at Kindergarhouse,
ten, 10S & Ky. Mr. MacLeod.
ernor. ...
it
EL PASO POLITICIANS
District Attorney Bill Steadily Losing
IN HEAPS OF TROUBLE
Support.
The Bill Creating the
Quit a little tumoil has been stirred
County of Torrance With Willard as
up in El Paso over the fact that warCounty Seat, Passed by a Vote of
rants have been sworn out for a num
Eleven to One.
ber of politicians charging them with
paying the poll tax of voters. This
is contrary to the Texas election law,

GOOD GOVERNMENT
LEAGUE TO BE ORGANIZED
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most complete line just
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by Stenographers. We are
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ON

THE REFORM OF LAWS.
The Committee on Law Reforms of
the New Mexico Bar Association met
in Santa Fe last' Friday, and after
consultation with members of the
legislature and territorial officials rec
ommended that the existing laws- be
reformed. Among those present at
the meeting were Attorney General
Reid, J. O. Cameron and Judge W. H.
Pope. The bill prepared and recommended by the Law Reform Committee is as follows:
"An Act to Provide for the Revision
of the Laws of the Territory of

Typewriter
Supplies

IN POLITICS.

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- -

Eatar4

BAR ASSOCIATION

New Mexico."
Be it enacted by the Thirty-Sevent- h
Assembly of the Territory of New
,
Mexico:
Section 1. That the Governor of the
Territory of New Mexico be and he
hereby is authorized to appoint three
or 'five persons, learned in the law
(one of whom shall be the attorney
general of the Territory, who shall

time to time "'upon vouchers rendered
by said commissioners.
Sec. 6. At ' the time of making said
report Bald commissioners shall make
recommendations to the Legislature as
to the manner of printing such revised statutes.

might say it
As an astronomer
Fame Is referred to as a bubble bePayton Drug, Book &
cause It is often inflated with not air. would be rash indeed to dogmatize reimpossibility
there
of
specting
the
City
Times.
Kansas
being any Hfe at all on the Moon
Stationery Co.
The Democrats of the Territory are but dogs delight to bark at ghosts
opposed to the tee system on general as well as to chase automobiles.
There Is no doubt that the Santa
principles. Pay the county officers
serve without extra compensation) as
Fe Moon once enjoyed a splendor 'all
fixed salaries.
'Every College Prof., every teach commissioners to revise, simplify, ar
Hs own, w,hen "the earth and every
common sight seemed appareled in er, every educator in fae territory, range and consolidate all statutes of
The phases of the Santa Fe Moon
light," and the Man in the and many In addition, who do not the Territory of New Mexico general
will be watched with taterest, since Celestial
are and permanent in their nature, which
key to every political come under this classification
held
Moon
the barking of the yellow dogs has treasure of the
shall be in force at the time such com
that
thoroughly
convinced
instance
for
the Sunshine Territory.
report
called attention to It.
Then the dogs that now bark at the a law should be passed which will missioners may make the final
doings
of
their
or
man
the
it
essential
that
make
Hour,"
bask
Moon were "Men of the
Sec. 2. That In performing their
The lower house of the legislature ing in the effulgence of the great woman who holds the office of coun
of
the
plan
the
adopt
the commissioners shall brin
duties
may be forced to
a
be
shall
school
tv
Buoeritendent
rusha
needed
never
luminary
that
Rowell city council to escape "in- light in its search for honest men.
person of actual educational exper- together all statutes and parts of statutes which from similarity of subject
fluence," and hold secret sessions.
The force of gravity perhaps holds ience.
ought
to be brought together, omit
Mexico
we
New
know,
as
"As
far
the Santa Fe Moon to its old course.
or obsolete enactments
ting
redunrant
union
Is
commonwealth
only
in
the
the
The people who were counting the But the Frost has so chilled and kill
as may
new councilman from the Third as ed the fair flowers of lunar influence that does not make such a require and making such alterations
contra
necessary
to
reconcile
the
be
necessary
argument
to
ment.
is
No
policy,
"
legisla
that several members of the
In favor of the
the omissions and
ture have taken their own lanterns prove the wisdom of such a law. The dictions, supply
seem to have another guess coining.
of the origi
to Santa Fe, and no longer depend county school superintendent is at the amend the imperfections
arrange
the same
they
text;
nil
shall
coun
system
t.itr
ia
school
the
of
head
of the New
If the Santa Fe New Moon contin- upon the moonshine
titles, chapters and sections, or.
under
ty.
much
just
as
would
be
There
guidance.
Mexican
for
ues to depend upon Bursum for heat
sense in nutting a cow pu icier m other suitable divisions and
and light. It may have to burn some
with head notes briefly expres
the office of district attorney, or plac
from
keep
of its own books to
MIGHT TRY THIS.
a carpenter at the nea-- of the sive of the matter contained in such
ine
freezing.
Bryan's Commoner.
also with notes following
territorial board as there is in per division
Ta3 Boston Herald qnotes t frui mitting any man who has the requis each section containing references to
yesAccording to a dispatch in
dealer as saying that the poular slane ite political pull to occupy the ve the original text from which each secterday's Record, the Japanese Golden expression, "handed him ? lemon," is sponsible
and important office of conn tion is compiled and to the decisions
Rule seems to be. "Never raise a fin- hurting the lemon trade. "People who ty school superintendent.
of the courts explaining or expounding
ger against a benefactor." Pretty formerly had no hesitancy in asking
things m New the same, and if such section of any
for
"The
better
time
good politics.
for a lemon," says the Herald, "now Mexico has come. We have educators portion thereof is within the knowl
pass on and buy some other variety." a plenty who re willing and capable edge of any of such commissioners,
City Clerk Beck expressed the In view of this the Herald a3ks for of fillina- the officp of county chool taken from the laws of any other
opinion today that tie sessioa )t the something new something that will superlntendeiiT:.
The present legisla State or Territory, reference to such
council tonight would be open. How- relieve lae lemon tra.l-- and incidental ture has It in its power to do no act laws shall be made. The number giv
ever, th Republican member from ly provide something "jew in the way that will make for greater good in en such section in the Compiled Laws
the Third in ay have something mys- of slang. Because of our sympathy for New Mexico than to pass a nwnsu-- o of 1881 and 1897 shall be inserted in
terious up his sleeve.
the lemon dealers, stuI also because requiring county school
such notes, together with the date of
of our desire to be of service to the ents to be men of practical education enactment of same.
Each section
Tka "Parson" Deacon Hinkle and esteemed Boston Herald, we 'suggest al experience.
shall be preceded on the first line
a few other veterans held a little con the phrase, "handed uini some repub"And we suggest that the legisla thereof by notes so drawn as to point
lust helween themselves to lican tariff revision." It conveys th tors accept the advices of Mie terri to the contents of the text; and such
day, and decided that it "was about same idea as "hatided him a lemon." torial boud of education :.s to "..he commissioners shall provide by index
time for some of the other preachers and at the same time Is very expres kind of )w that will meet the re for an easy reference to every por
to get on the band wagon and help sive of a true st'tte of affairs.
quirement. This is a matter to which tion of their report.
to make, a Joyful noise. It is entirely
Sec. 3. That when the commission
every newspaper in Ner Meiico
safe In Roswell at least, and we hope
A VICIOUS MEASURE.
should lend its aid, for there oan be ers have completed the ' revision and
the youngsters will not get scared at Albuquerque Advertiser.
scarcely a doubt but that all newspa consolidation of the statutes as aforeCouncil Bill No. 14, introduced by ners are of the same mind on th said they shall cause five typewritten
the shadow of the past.
copies of the same to be submitted to
Martinez, of Taos, is a most vicious important subject."
The- Democrats of New Mexico measure, as a reading of Section 2
Legislative Assem
the Thirty-eighthaving the districts will make plain. It is as follows:
bly, that the statutes so revised and
would prefer
BREEDERS
HORN
SHORT
may be
if
made to conform with the counties,
Sec. 3. "From and after the passage
MEET IN KANSAS CITY consolidated
Thirty-eightLegislative Assem
such
and then have the people of each and' approval of this act all personal
week, at Socorro, George Kelly
Las
countv elect their own attorney. We property owned by residents of this men from all over the country are bly shall so determine; and at the
admit that It would be a little hard Territory, of all kinds and descrip here today in attendance at the Tenth same time they shall also suggest to
Legislative Assem
on the good people residing in strong tions. Including all kinds of animals, annual meeting of the Central Short- the Thirty-eightRenubllcan counties, but the Demo shall be listed and assessed in the Horn Breeders' Association. The tari- by such contradictions, omissions and
county
cratic counties are ready for
wherein the owners reside, ff, transportation problems and the imperfections as may appear in the
ernment. Pending tile first election and not otherwise. It is hereby made 'HJssibility of Increasing the foreign original text, with the mode hi which
it would be best to have Governor the duty of the county assessors NOT markets are among the subject bein they have reconciled, supplied and
Hagerman fill the offices, as now pro to assess any sheep, cattle or any discussed. Papers bearing on the ini amended the same; and they may also
Adver other animals found grazing in their provement of the short horn breed designate such statutes or parts of
vided by law. Albuquerque
respective counties until they have will be read by Professor R. J. Kinzer statutes as in their judgment ought
tiser.
ascertained that the owner, or own Professor W. J. Kennedy, S. C. Han to be repealed with their reason for
"One of Governor Hagerman's favor ers, reside within the said assessor's na, Walter L. Miller, John R. Tomson such repeal.
Sec. 4. Each of the commissioners
ite measures one for which no per (county)."
and other live stock authorities, and
son, in or out of the legislature can
Section 4 provides for the removal will be followed by general discus- herein provided for except the attor
divide the honor or the responsibility of any assessor assessing property sions. The convention will last thru ney general, shall receive as compen
with him is the proposition to abol contrary to the intentions of this act.
sation for his services ten ($10) dol
lars per day for each day actually and
Ish licensed gambling in the TerritoThe object of the bill is to repeal
ry. It has struck the public mind with the act providing for the assessment DRUNKEN MINER BURNS
actively employed in the performance
so much favor that up to this time of sheep and cattle in the county in
HIMSELF. TO DEATH of the duties herein prescribed and
no one has been bold enough to offer which they graze, but it goes so far
Las week, at Socorro, George Kwlly such clerical assistance shall be em
any opposition to it, though It Is of as to provide a way for the escape of a miner, while drunk, entered his cab-I- ployed as may seem necessary to
course, impossible to tell what change at least
of the personal
and kicked over a lamp. He was said commissioners, but the total sum
of sentiment wKii reference to it property in New Mexico.
to death, his body being al expended therefor shall not exceed
burned
may take place before It comes to a
the amount of five thousand ($5,000)
The bill should never be allowed most entirely consumed.
dollars. The said commissioners shall
vote In the legislature but If it to come out of committee.
o
be allowed one thousand ($1,000) dol
stands a a good measure, he is enTipping.
Drummers Will Stop
expenses of office supplies
titled to the credit of It, and If It Is
OF THE FIRST IMPORTANCE.,
Philadelphia. Pa.. Feb. 5. B. H. C lars for
finally pronounced a mistake he must Las Vegas Optic.
and other necessary expenses not
president
of
.city
is
bear the responsibility of it. In com
otherwise herein provided for . The
To our mind the most imnortance of Mercer of this
mon with the vast majority of the all matters to come before the present new national organization of traveling said commissioners shall also be sup
people of New Mexico, the Morning legislature are those relating to the men, known as the Commercial Home plied with five copies of the Compiled
object Laws of 1897,
Journal believes it to be one of the educational betterment of the terri club, which has for its principal
and five copies of each
system
tipping
the
the
abolition
of
laws since said com pi
most righteous measures that ever tory. The educators of New Mexico now
session
the
of
in vogue at all the leading hotels la tion.
came before any legislature in this have studied the problem carefully
country.
meeting
A
throughout
the
Sec. 5. The sum of
Territory, but the intense pain which and conscientiously. Without a single
dollars or
the purpose of perfecting the or so much thereof as may be necessary
it would give the band wagon crowd dissenting voice they are agreed upon for
plans
considering
for
ganization
and
any ter
is hereby appropriated out
to have to support anything which a number of reforms, which if car
accomplishment of its objects will ritorial funds, to defray theof expenses
the Governor has favored, may cause ried into effect, will be of inestimable the
Mr.
and compensation of said commission
these centlemem to turn it down, if benefit fo the educational interests of be held in Pittsburg this month.
custipping
Mercer
declares
the
that
any
possi
they can discover or devise
the territory. Do we wish to secure tom a constant drain cm the resources as herein provided, and the auditor
ble way In which they may think they better laws for the regulation of medi
shall draw his warrant therefor from
traveling men and expresses the
can do so without committing politi- cal practice vin the territory we con of
soon
hope that the new society will
cal suicide. And If this shall prove suit the physicians. Is it reform in
to be Impossible, as It now looks to matters touching the stock interests, be strong enough to reduce, if not
for tippin
be, and tie force of public sentiment we consult the stockmen. Why should eliminate, the necessity
will
be consul
matter
which
Another
compels them to stand up to the rack not the legislature listen to the educa
at the coming convention is that
their aext trick will be to try to steal tors when it comes to a matter of edu eredsecuring
respectful attention from
Note The Following
the credit for the whole thing. Albu cational reform? We believe they will of
hotel waiters and employees. To acquerque Journal.
complish this purpose a committee
Fine 7 room house, lot 211x
will be appointed to which any lack
MERELY MOONSHINE.
feet, trees and water worth
305
reported,
will
with
of
be
attention
"Dogs bay at the moon, and the
Rapid sale price $2700
$3500.
the
the
of
result that all the members
yellow dog sheet In this Territory
FRESH
patronize
cease
to
society
will
that
are baying at the New Mexican. It
Good 6 room house, 3 blocks
hostelry.
was ever thus. Santa Fe 'New
from business center, shade trees
"wide-open-
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A HOME

Moon,
Aa if It were not enough to be called yellow dogs and to be full of fleas,

the anaoaneement that there is neither a possum nor a persimmon tree
for miles around will certainly make
them tuck their talis and go rabbit
bunting.
'
Meanwhile the "Moon" continues
to shine with a reflected glory of
'canned uashine laid away In the
days when the sua of craft was as
cendant. But it is only a satellite of
Bursum, cold and dead. Its volcanoes
of wrath no longer alarming, and Its
atmosphere too rare to support even
a cloud.

Shelled Nuts

We have just received a
fresh shipment of new
shelled nuts of all kinds,

such as Pecans, English
Walnuts, Peanuts and Filberts.
Have you tried any of
Schraffts. Candy, from Boston? If not you had better.

Kipling's
Garidy Store

For Sale.
Special bargain: Five acres one
fourth mile from court house, good
bouse, alfalfa, water fight, tf
CARLTON & BELL.

worth f2200
and
Rapid sale price $1500. Small
advance payment balance easy
payments.
side-walk- s,

,
o
RAILROADS ORGANIZE AN
BUREAU.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 5. At a meeting
of representatives of leading railroads
street railway and accident insurance
companies at the Great Northern ho
tel today the organization of the An
Fraud alliance was completed. It is the purpose of the new
organization to establish bureaus in
every large city in the country and
through affiliations and a system of
exchange of information put an end
to the graft of the professional accident swindler and the class of lawyers
and physicians who thrive on
the
fraud. All of the railroad and other
corporations in the country likely to
be interested in the movement will
be invited to join.

Farm near Roswell. 44 acres hi alfalfa, 12 acres in good bearing orch
ard. 56 to 60 acres more in cultivation. Ditch water. House and farming
implements. ' Rents for part of crop.
See CARLTON ft BELL.
.

We need 100 pairs good second hand
Shoe. Highest price. Makhi's. 84tf

R.

H.

McCUNE.

Agent

Building and Loan
Real Estate -Fire Insurance
and Bonding Co.

oisciiO';2E:3icai:ffii:J!
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D
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that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you tr come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

G

A MEETING OF

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

i

W. P.

lewis Hardware

Go

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

THE

INDIAN TERRITORY WORKMEN
South McAlester, I. T., Feb. 5. More
than 200 delegates are here today for
the annual meeting of the grand lodge
of the Ancient Order of United Workmen. The order is one of the strong
est in the territory. Many entertainment features have been arranged for
the benefit of the visitors by the lo
cal members.

1

60 ACRES
Hondo

o

DELEGATES APPOINTED TO
CONFER ON OIL LAWS.
Topeka, Kan.,' Feb.
5. Delegates
appointed by the governors of all the
Missurrounding States, including
souri, Texas, Arkansas, Iowa, Oklahoma, Nebraska and Colorado,
are
here today for the interstate oil confer
ence provided for in a resolution adop
ted by both houses of the Kansas Leg

Water-Rig-

ht

You Make

Land.

The Price.

islature. Proposed legislative measures for governing the oil industry
will be considered and those acted up
on favorably at the conference will be
recommended to the legislatures of
the various states. Delegates from
Texas state that the oil fields in the
famous Beaumont district are rapid
ly diminishing in output. It is stated
that the Indian Territory fields are
now the most promising in the middle

Carlton & Bell

i

303 NORTH HA1N ST., ROSWELL,

M.

N.

West.

Phone No. 35

Proposals for Bridge.
The Board of County Commission
ers of Chaves County, New Mexico,
will consider sealed proposals to furnish all material, construct and erect
a wooden highway bridge over Nortn
Spring River, just east of Blashek's
mill, as per plans and specifications
on file in the Probate Clerk s office
at Roswell.
Each bidder must file a certified
check for $100.00
with his bid, to
show good faith and that he will ea
ter contract if awarded him.
All bids must be filed with the Pro-hatClerk not later than 1 o'clock
p. m., Thursday, February 14, 1907.
The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids. By order of
the Board of County Commissioners.
W. M. ATKINSON, Chairman.
e

January

29, 1907.

(daily tues, wkly to
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
AND BOOST DAILY RECORD
The Record wants a live, energetic
agent in every town in the Pecos Val
ley, to have charge in his town of the

circulation, advertising and correspon
dence of the paper. This is an oppor
tunity not to be overlooked by the
right kind of young man. and if he
be the right kind, he will not overlook
it.
The Daily Record prints more actual news than any other paper in
New Mexico with the exception of the
Albuquerque papers.
The management is determined to increase the cir
culation of the paper by every legitimate means. One of the best ways,
in the opinion of the management i3
is have the right kind of an agent in
every town in the Pecos Valley and
to the right kind of an agent special
inducements will be offered, making
it worth his time and effort to boost
the Daily Record.
Address Business Manager, Record
Office, Roswell and we will place our

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stock.

Prescription Business.
L.et us

again remind you tnat we make a

proposition

before you.

FOR SALE.
Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
and conveniently located. Good artesian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good bargain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain, in 16 . acres of
unimproved land. Railroad- - and 2nd
Street front. Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
terms at low interest.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
acres yielded a net Income last year,

of more thaa

15

per cent. Near

s.

;peci;tl-N'otli-price-

ty of COMPOUNDING PRESCRIPTIONS,

but pure drugs here nothing but low
always have them ready when 3011 want
them.

inp;
We

I Roswell Drug

&

Jewelry Co.

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

R.

Special attention given to

-

Block.

I

aw

324 N.

Mutn.

Roswell, New Mexico

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

HAY AND
GRAIN

E. B.

nininjj

o

Specialty-Navaj-

Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty : : : : :, :
Over First nqi'I Bunk,

E. LUND
LAWYRK

W

Oklahoma Block.

, GROCERIES

1906.

For Rent.

0J(S(B

5T0NE

Phone 220, 5th and no.

Office Phone 237.

Violets

Res. Phone 422

Carnations

and
At--

Robins Commercial School

Telephone

MOTTO:

the BEST, BETTER than the
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa

Good as

ALAMEDA G RE F.N HOUSKS.

To Property Owners:
We have several cash customers
for good residence property, vacant
residence lots, and vacant business
property. If you t have anything you
want to sell, call at our office and
give us a description of your property. Our past record is proof that
we can Bell it.
CARLTON & BELL.
Opposite Postofflce.

P. V. AN. E. TIME TABLE.
town, spendid location.
(Railroad Time.)
water
Hondo
160
acres
good
of
A
10:10 a. m.
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa. Northbound, arrive
10:25 a. m.
good house, land fenced. Valued at Northbound, depart.
4:50 p. m.
Southbound, arrive.
$37.50 per acre.
6:00 p.m.
Southbound, depart,
BELL.
V CARLTON
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
303 N. Main street.

.....
....
.....

.....

Figure with B. F. Smith when yoa
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
want boggy painting. Phone 176. Ttt
at the Record Office.

W. C.

184.

J.

K--

Reid

&

M. Hpr,i-- .

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

Dr.

TY

531

E. Presley

SPECIALIST.

EVE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. mi 2 to 4 p
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Dr. A. Anderson
SPECIALIST

STOriACH

--

INTESTINES

AND

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PECOS VALLEY OIL FIELDS.
The oil situation in the Pecos Val
ley is creating interest not only in
New Mexico, but in other sections of
the country and much is hoped for
from the thorough development of the
fields. A recent dispatch from Carls
bad to the El Paso Herald, takes an
optimistic view of the situation, and
if founded on fact is certainly encouraging. The dispatch is as follows:
The Bakers-fiel- d
oil field in Califor
nia has made that country famous all
over the world, yet the Bakersfleld de

velopmeats have . never been at any
time of a spectacular nature as were
those of Beaumont and other well re
membered oil fields, which have since
ceased to gush geysers of oil.
It is now almost a certainty that the

s
oil region, of which Carls
bad is the center, will be a close rival
of Bakerfleld, and there is a strong pds
sibility that it may even eclipse the
latter field In extent and the aggre
gate of production, to say nothing of
quality of the oil produced, which is
now known to be of an exceedingly
fine grade, all samples of the product
of the three wells that are now yielding in the Toyah, Texas field running
more than 75 per cent lubricating.
Definite exploitation has determined
that the trans-Peco- s
field extends
from a point some few miles below
Seven Rivers on the north to a point
In EI Paso county. Texas, near the
Davis mountains, on the south; and
from the Guadalupe mountain chain
on the west to the Pecos River on the
east. These exploitations have been
carried on for more than two years
past by a number of oil men who have
taken up their residence in the Carlsbad, conducting their extensive investigations at their own expense. Numerous test wells have been put down
at a number of widely variant points
in the Seven Rivers district, and in
every instance oil has been found,
trans-Peco-

though never any indications that
would determine a gusher field, but
that the oil deposits extended over
an immense area, forming a practice
ally inexhaustible reservoir, at a shal
low depth of not more than 500 feet
and in many instances known to be
much less than that. The oil taken
from the Seven Rivers district wells
has proven to hold a parafflne base,
and carrying about 24 percent coal
oil with other volatile oils.
In fact these are three wells which
are now being pumped at a depth of
170 feet and are yielding 14 barrels
a day. One of these wells was pumped for 20 days continuously, ten hours
a day. and the daily yield was the
same as stated above. 1
barrels for
the ten iiours. Six barrels of this oil
have been sold at different points in
ths Pecos Valley, one at Toyah. Texas
one at Lakewood, N. M., one at Arte-siN. M., and one at Carlsbad to a
physician for use on his automobile
which he uses in his practice. In every instance the oil has been highly
satisfactory. One or two barrels have
been taken by the local branch of the
Santa Fe railroad system ?or testing
as lubricant, and the tests have been
satisfactory. All the oil sold at a
price of $10.00 a barrel, and all has
given perfect satisfaction.
For more than six months previous
to this your correspondent has known
that development work was
being
done at various points in the
country, and also that a bunch
of drilling outfits was at work near
"Toyah. Texas in El Paso county, at
a point about 20 miles from the latter
place, which is a small division station on the Texas and Pacific railroad
about 200 miles east of El Paso. While
he was casually aware that some
kind of Important development work
was being carried on. he found It impossible to gather any definite information regarding the operations. At
last, however, by dint of persistent investigation and inquiry, the following
facts "have been elicited:
It was finally learned that a stock
company had been at work with two
drilling outfits at the location named
above. This company was composed
of old and expert California oil men,
with one exception, the latter being
the president of the company. Dr. A.
I Brice, a Carlsbad physician. This
company operated with all the secrecy
possible, giving out no facts, and at
no time carrying on any stock Jobbing
operations spending only their own
money, a private pool having been
formed with a limited capital, which
they had put up 'to blow in" on the
exploitation, as was recently expressed by your correspondent. This company was impressed with the idea
that they were going to strike a gusher flow, and for that reason paid no
attention to the small flow of fine oil
which they struck at
depth of 170
feet, casting it off and going down
a.

trans-Peco- s

Piano Bargains

el

ax'

-B-

Bernard Pos Piano Co
EXPERT TUNING.
Telephone 322.

firmly Impressed wita the gusher Idea
However, after numerous break downs
and constant delays caused by lack
of coal and the enormous expense of
transporting it 20 miles from the rail
road, the little company found itself
very near the end of its resources, and
all signs of oil of . a gusber" nature pr

any other had disappeared at a depth

ed animal matter, since no large herd
of animals had ever roamed over it.
I had my land plowed in the fall, and
the grasses as they rotted formed hnmus, since I kept the windmill pumping all winter. In March I sowed
some bone meal and had the ground
disked and harrowed. I then planted

to atfalfa

aad"BOt-- a
-

1

of more than 600 feet. At this junc
ture one of the stock holders pulled
out and left leaving Dr. Brice and his
companions in pretty bad shape, and
all operations ceased for two months
or more.
It was at this point in the com
pany's affairs that Dr. C. F. Z. Carac-riBt- i
appeared upon the field and gave
the company a report which caused
the officials to reverse the methods of
operations. The casing was pulled up
and at the 170 foot depth the oil was
again found and pumps put to work
with the results as stated above.
A new company has been organized
with sufficient capital to put down a
half score of shallow wells and drill
outfits are now at work in the same
locality putting them down. In the
meantime the three wells already bored are being pumped, wHh no percep
tible decrease in the yield to date.
C. W. Maxson, an old California,
oil man of many years experience,
who has been here three years and
Invested heavily; Prof. Leopold
who ia regarded as algh author!
ty, and Captain Richards, formerly
United States Marshal for Alaska, are
among the oil men who have had so
field B. R. Buffum, Roswell, N. M.
3trong faith in the trans-Peco- s
that they have made this their resi- From the Household.
dence and headquarters for operation
for more than two years past, and NO. FIVE. 23in 114in.
they have expressed themselves to ADAMS TO MAKE A
TOUR OF THE WORLD.
your correspondent repeatedly as perSan Francisco, Cal., Feb. 5.
fectly confident of the final successful
and Mrs. Alva Adams of
development of the field on a large
scale by private exploitation, but at Colorado sailed today on the steamno time have they given any coloring ship Corea for Japan and China and
to the situation that would justify will probably make a tour of the world
stock jobbery. These gentlemen, es- before returning. Governor Adams is
pecially Mr. Maxson, have been per- the Democratic leader of Colorado
sistently at work, and have succeeded and was defeated for the Governorship last fall by the Rev. Dr. Henry
in interesting some substantial oil
men who are actually in the business Butchel.
on a large and independent scale. Oklahoma State Fair.
One of these gentlemen has develOklahoma City, Feb. 5. Oklahoma
oped to be Capt. T. B. H. Haase, the will this year
have a state fair which
well known West Virginia coal and will compare favorably with many sioil operator. He has secured about milar institutions
in older states if
12,000 acres of the choicest lands and
the plans now being considered by the
development on a large scale will be business men of
this city are carried
gin at a very early date; in fact, may out. It is likely
that the fiirst fair
be said to have already begun.
will be held in October at the time of
So remote is this portion of the Un- the National Farmers' Convention.
ited States from the west, and so
little is known about New Mexico's
Subscribers for Daily Record.
resources, that it is difficult for AmThe Daily Record wants hundreds
ericans elsewhere, especially in the
east, to realize that out here develop- of new subscribers in the Pecos Valments are going on that will some day ley and Eastern New Mexico and it
is going to get them. We want live
astonish the world.
Quietly, without ostentation and energetic men to help us get these
band wagon display, Dr. C. F. Z.
subscribers and with that end In view
has made a full and complete will
make it well worth the time of
of
sulphur
deposits
research into the
right
kind of young man to look
the
trans-Pecos
region, and has found
the
So immense and im- into this matter.
them immense.
portant, in fact, have they been disThe Daily Record is the only daily
covered to 'be, that a small and select paper in Eastern New Mexico, snd
but verp potential clientelle of eastany other
ern men have bought outright some prints more real news than
paper
in the Territory, with the ex
25,000 acres of these lands, and active
ception
of Albuquerque papers. We
way
preparations are now under
to de
velop them fully. Dr. Caracristi has should have more readers of the Daily
made an elaborate report on the sul- Record and we are going to get them.
coun- We have a hummer of a proposition
phur deposits of the trans-Peco- s
try which has been published in a to offer the right persons. Call around
very limited edition for the benefit of at our office and see the business man
ager and hear what we have to offer.
his clients.
This report is exhaustive and voluValentines, all kinds, from
minous, containing maps and draw
ings made by the expert showing the lc to $3.00.
Don't fail to see
sulphur deposits. Many of the richest them at the Racket Store.
tf
deposits which the reports shows
160 acre farm, finely improved, lowould average a net profit of many
thousands of dollars, are remote from cated in central Oklahoma, to trade
a railroad but this has not deterred for property in or near Roswell.
the investigators who have undertak- Wnat Slave you got? Carlton & Bell,
en the development, as it is contem- opposite postoffice.
plated in their plans to build a private railroad from the fields to the
nearest trunk line at a cost that will
not be far under $700,000. This possibility may be obviated, however, by
the construction of the proposed road
from El Paso, Texas, to Kansas City,
and which, it 'built, would run thru
almost the center of the sulphur deposits.
Following Is the analysis of the Toy
Bal-bas-

TERRITORIAL NEWS OF
GENERAL INTEREST.......

soed"rop:---Th- e

planted five acres to
cherry trees, and the other five acres
after plowing up I manured with sta
ble manure and also used all the drop
pings from the poultry house. I soon
found that I had better vegetables
than anyone else and soon got top
prices.
I then studied dry farming,
and found that by keeping my land
wet all winter and keeping a light fine
soil on top by the use of the hoe, I
had no need to feel uneasy about the
rain. For three years my poultry and
the garden have fed the family, and
in a few years the cherry trees will
be paying big profit. I feel that I am
doing a great deal better than if I
had hired out as a servant in the city
although since I have Jo attend to everything, I have not much time as yet
to visit my neighbors. I find it easier
to use a light hoe than a broom. The
sun is hot, but the wind is cool; and
with the cool nights that we have in
New Mexico I fall asleep even in the
summer covered with sheet and blank
et; while when I lived in the city I
used to dread the hot nights. And as
New Mexico is the best altitude for
the consumptive, with its cool summers and mild winters, a floating population is alway at hand and glad to
get garden and farm produce. Mrs.
iie'xt 'wfnter-

EDUCATORS WANT REFORM
IN SCHOOL. LAWS.
The New Mexico Board of Education
which has been in session in Santa
Fe for some days is favoring reforms
In school laws. It is the aim of the
educators to secure some law permitting of the appointment of county
school by the Board of Education, thus
taking the office out of politics.
TWO CONVICTS ESCAPE
FROM PENITENTIARY.
A daring plan was carried out last
Friday night at the New Mexico penitentiary when two convicts, Juan Gonzales and Gabriel Romero, each serving a term of five years succeeding in
escaping. They were working at the
clay bank, and succeeded in eluding
their guards and escaping. They have
not yet been
DENY THAT RAILROADS
CONTROL THE LEGISLATURE.
That statement, recently made be
fore congress by Charles Clark, an
Iowa attorney, that the railroads con
trol "the New Mexico Legislature, and
that it is practically impossible to
successfully bring a suit for damag
es under the existing laws in this

territory,

has caused considerable
comment among the members of the
legislature and iias been vigorously
denied.
It is admitted, however, "that the
law is a very bad one, and there will
be no great amount of opposition to
its repeal by congress.
FORMULATE CONSTITUTION
FOR NEW MEXICO.
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 5. Despite
the fact that the outlook for New Mexican statehood is now decidedly
gloomy, plans for the formulation of a
model constitution are being consid
ered at a meeting of prominent citi
zens here today.
Several addresses
will lie made by well known men of
the Territory advocating a constitutional convention and the legislatnre
has been appealed to for aid in the
project. While a great many people
do not consider the matter seriously,
the promoters of the movement are
very much in earnest and it is likely
that New Mexico will soon have a constitution, even though statehood be de
layed for many years. Chairman L.
-

B.

Prince reports that the governors

of several states have sent copies of
constitutions and other documents.

Car-acris-

ah oil:

Specific gravity: 20 degrees C (68
degrees F.), .9090, equivalent to 24
degrees Beaume.
Barometer: 29.2 inches.
Color: Dark brown. Odor, sweet.
Viscosity; Engler test, '20 degrees
at 25 degrees C. 73 degrees F.
Cooling

test:

OH flows

at minus

degrees C. 3 degrees F.
Flash point: 74 degrees C. 165.2
degrees F.
Burning point: 110 degrees C. 230
degrees F.
Heating power: 19,440.
Calories: 10,800 on water free oil.
10

The Woman on a Farm.
starting out to make a
living can find nothing so attractive
as a small farm near a small city.
With good land and nearby market
there are. so many ways to earn mon
ey, such as raising fruit, vegetables.
poultry and flowers. It takes but a
small mount of money to buy a place
that is improved, and in new countries
someone is always wanting to sell ont
at less than cost. When I first bought
my 10 acres near Roswell, N. M I
studied about the soil until I knew
all about organic and Inorganic matter, humus, potash and phosphorus.
for these materials must be in the
soil- before crops will grow successfully. My land- bains prairie, the aoil
is made by grasses decaying, for untold age. I found that Cn soli lack
A woman

-

-

PICKARD
Hand Painted China
in its varied and artistic colors,
designs and decorations, make
wedding gifts which are highly
prized and always appropriate. The
special monogram work in gold will
be particularly pleasing to the bride.

display
We have afull
j

of this beautiful art work and we
hall be glad to have 70a come in
and tee it. Beautiful
booklets for distribution

Park & Morrison
Jewelers.

ROSWELL PEOPLE IN
SANTA FE SOCIETY.
The following items regarding Ros
well and Carlsbad people in Santa Fe
are of interest and are clipped from
the New Mexican of Saturday:
Mrs. J. O. Cameron, of Carlsbad,
wife of Councilman Cameron, had expected to arrive in the Captital this
week but was detained on account of
the illness of her mother Mrs. A. A.
Freeman, wife of Judge Freeman.
Mrs. William H. Pope, of Roswell,
wife of "Associate Justice Pope, is
expected to arrive next week in the
Capital.
She will be the guest of
honor at a reception to be given the
following week by Mrs. John H.

Walker.
Associate Justice William H. Pope,
of Roswell, who has remained in tae
city busy in preparation of opinions
since the adjournment of the Territorial Supreme Court, was the guest
of honor at a dinner Wednesday even
ing which was given by Mr. and Mrs.
C. O. Luckenbach. The table was
decorated with pink carnations and
covers were laid for seven, those gath
ered around the board besides host,
hostess and guest of 'honor, being
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott, Mrs. H.
C. Luckenbach and Miss Luckenbach.
COMMENT ON HUDSPETH'S
THREE CENT FARE BILL.
The Las Vegas Optic comments as
follows on Representative Hudspeth's
bill making the maximum
railroad
fare to be charged in the territory

mryrmr -
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settler the homestead and the desert
entry.

The timber entry law has
Every
citizen of the United States over 21
years of age, without regard to sex, is
entitled under the law to 320 acres of
land. This he may file on as 160 acres
homestead and 160 desert, or tie
whole 320 acres as desert, but he cannot take up the whole 320 acres as a
homestead.
Any married womap liv
ing with her husband or otherwise
may take up 320 acres as a desert en
try in her own name, independent of
her husband. Any married woman sep
arated from her husband and not divorced, but dependent for a living upon 'her own exertions, can file on a
homestead, but not otherwise. Unmarried females of legal age, have,
of course the same rights as males.
Under the homestead law, after the
filing has been made a period of six
months is allowed in which to build
a house, 'move thereon and establish
a residence. After a continuous residence of fourteen months, if the en- tryman chooses, he may commute his
entry to a cash entry by paying fl.2o
an acre and make his final proof. Oth
erwise he can live on his land and cul
tivate it for five years, make the
nal proof and get his patent by paying
the usual fees to the district land office. Proof is made by affidavit with
two witnesses. A desert entry requires the payment of 25 cents an
acre when the filing Is made. This
entry can only be made on land which
will not grow a crop without artificial
irrigation. Continuous residence upon
the land is not required, but the law
does require an expenditure of $1 per
acre for each and every acre filed upon each year for three years. This
expenditure can be covered by improvements of any and all kinds made
upon this land, whether in ditching,
planting trees building or some other
way. At the expiration of each year
after filing the amount of expenditures
and improvements have to be return
ed to the district land office under
oath corroborated by two "witnesses.
The law requires that one must own
sufficient water to irrigate the whole
tract by the end of four years, when
final proof shall be made, and one
must cultivate during those four years
fully
of the number of acres filed upon. At the end of four
years, if the law has been complied
with, one must pay $1 an acre additional and then receive a patent for
the land. A3 to the use of land scrip,
any citizen who wants a piece of land
not already acquired can take it up,
the number of acres unlimited, by
placing with the district land office
scrip sufficient to cover the desired
acreage. There is very little scrip
left, however. It was issued by the
government for the benefit of soldiers
colleges, etc. Alamogordo News.
been repealed by Congress.
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OLD LINE REPUBLICAN

EXPRESSES

APPROVAL.

(Santa Fe Correspondence of Albuquerque Morning Journal.)
The hearty approval of Governor
Hagerman's message to the legislature
which has come from every section
of New Mexico throws strong light
on the deep interest which the people
of this Territory are beginning to
feel in their own and the Territory's
affairs.
One of the m6st
interesting of these expressions is
,

from Hon. W. H. Newcomb, of Silver
City. Mr. Newcomb is an old line Republican. He expresses his view of the
message in a letter to Governor
of which the following is a
copy:
"Silver City, N. M., Jan. 24.
Hon. H. J. Hagerman, Governor of
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
I want to compliment you on your
message to the legislative assembly.
It Is all right, clear through. I thought
that you might be interested in the
impression it has made in this particular section. So far I have not heard
an unkind or uncomplimentary word
said about it. Every one that I have
heard speak of the message feels happy that you have not beaten about the
busn. and they appear to be with you
to a man.
"If you can succeed in securing the
passage of a law prohibiting gambling
in New Mexico and then will see that
it is enforced, you will have accomplished more for the people of New
Mexico than has ever been done before. No one except those that; are
able to see the effects of gambling
daily have the faintest idea of what
great harm it is doing for the laboring man's family. Liquor is bad
enough, but that is not a marker in
comparison with what gambling is
doing in the .way of taking the bread
and butter from the family. I can
give you an illustration from my own
experience. I for a long time employmen in the lime quar
ed twenty-eigh- t
ries. Their wages ran anywhere from
9 to $18 per week. Regularly I found
that the pay checks were coming back
witb one particular saloon indorsement on them; that is to say, out of
Hag-erma-

.

.

-

the price of wool or lambs, or thecar
shortage or any other question and it
is not a question of whether you want
it,' because it is coming whether yon
want it or not, but it is a question of
what provisions iwe can get Inserted
in that bill that wiU best meet with
the needa and demands of the sheep
growers' of New Mexico.
The yearly membership fee IS tne"
New Mexico Wool Growers Associa
tion is only ten dollars, but even this
amount wil be reduced providing the
can attain Its proper
Asociation
growth. Money is needed to carry on
the work of the Association, but what
is of vastly more importance ia an association that represents by its membership all the sheep growers In the
Territory. Yours truly,
SOLOMON LUNA, Pres.
HARRY F. LEE. Sec

RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONAL
.
ASSOCIATION IN SESSION
"The licensing of the saloon should
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 5. Hundreds
be high, and there should be a severe of the leading clergymen,
religious
penalty for selling liquor below a cercountry
the
educators
and
of
workers
tain grade. An inspection system that
today
are
the
fourth
for
Rochester
in
would rigorously inspect would do
much for the "poor set that buys cheap annual convention of the Religious
wine at 25 cents a bottle, and which Educational Association, which has
in a short time kills the drinker or for its object the promotion of religsets him crazy.
ses"The reform school is badly need- ious and moral education. The
days
will
and
sions
three
continue for
ed, and I hope that your recommendamany
of
by
made
will
mesbe
addresses
carry.
No better
tion on that will
sage was ever sent to the legislature the prominent delegates.
in New Mexico, and if you never send
The plan of the convention contem
another you will aave earned (the plates a general session each morning
gratitude of every well wisher for the and evening, while tSie various depart
people of New Mexico.
ments of the association will meet in
of New Mexico.

fi-

three cents:
"Representative Hudspeth's railroad
bill at Santa Fe contains a provision
fixing three cents a mile as a maximum rate for passenger fares. This
rate will not interfere with the big
railroad system in the territory, but
will prove disadvantageous to the
short lines that have comparatively
speaking but am all passenger traffic to depend upon. Mileage books of
1,000 miles are now sold by the Santa
Fe system and other big railroads in
the territory at three cents per mile.
The Santa Fe 3ystem for over twenty
years has charged four cent per mile
local rates. The Colorado & Southern which operate about eighty-fiv- e
miles in northeastern New Mexico,
charges three cents per mile, and the
Santa Fe Central charges five cents
per mile. On the latter road this does
not seem to be an exorbitant charge.
To a man not up a tree, it seems
that three cents per mile is high
enough on any line, and now that all
over the country a two cent fare is
being fixed, Mr. Hudspeth's bill seems
checks, twenty-fiv- e
reasonable enough, and the railroads the twenty-eigh- t
of them had the saloon indorsement.'
are' lucky to get off with that.
one Saturday ; that I
I concluded
would go to the saloon and see what
A SYNOPSIS OF LAWS
GOVERNING PUBLIC LANDS was the reason they were all cashed
There are two kinds of filings on there. I found that the twenty-fiv- e
public lands open to the intending men would gamble off ia less than an
.

nour all but from $2 to 5 each, that
they kept to live on for the coming
week. This I followed up for three
weeks, and each week it was the
same thing over. It did no good to talk
to the men. All I could get from them
was, that if there were no saloons to
gamble in they might have more left.
"Another particular feature among
these men was tiat they were not
drunkards. Th'ey would take one or
two drinks and that was all. Now I
am sure in this particular bunch of
men that if there had been no gam
bling they would have had more cash
to take home, and would have done
so. Some men have no control over
themselves when it comes to gamb
ling, and as I said before, if you can
get a law prohibiting gambling and
will see that it is enforced, even if
you have to remove a few officials to
get the law enforced, you will do more
than any other person or set of persons have ever done for the people

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT TO THE SOCKMEN.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 31.
To all who are interested in the welfare of the sheep industry in New
Mexico:
Gentlemen:
The Secretary and
several members of the executive com
mittee of the New Mexico Wool Growers Association have but recently returned from attending a convention
of the National Wool Growers Association held in Salt Lake City, Utah,
and a convention of the American
National Live Stock Association held
in Denver, Colo.
Mr. Gifford Pinehot, Forester and
member of the Land Commission of
the United States, was present at
both of these conventions and deliv
ered a message from the President to,
the stockmen of the West. The message was to the effect that the government control of the public domain
for grazing or other purposes was a
xed policy of his administration, and
that the President would do all he
could towards that end, and indirect
ly an invitation .was extended to the
stockmen of the West to assist in
framing a bill which would best meet
with the demands of all concerned.
A resolution was adopted by the
Association
National Wool Growers
urging the President of the United
of
States to appoint a commission
live stock men, representative of the
razing interests which will be af
legislation,
fected by the proposed
which said commission shall be auth
orized to confer and act with the pre
sent government land commission
with a view to suggesting and formulating such amendments to said proposed law as may be deemed wise
and proper, and for the best interests
This committee
of those concerned.
will undoubtedly soon be appointed:
The Secretary of the New Mexico
Wool Growers Association had sev
eral conferences with Mr. Pinehot
and
and Mr. Potter, his assistant,
with officers of the Bureau of Animal
Industry. The irates for grazing in for
est reserves in New Mexico were dis
cussed and are fixed at lower rates
rates than in forest reserves in any
other state or territory. This is on
in
account of the grazing districts
Reserves in this territory. A number
of matters f great importance to the
sheep growers of New Mexico were
discussed and policies determined on
as well as some concessions granted.
Every sheep man in the Territory
grazing a sheep on or off of the Public domain is vitally interested in this
question of government control
of
range and what shall be in the bill
to be passed. The contents of that
bill may make or break you. To get
what you want in that bill must be
done through united action. It is not
probable you can accomplish anything
alone. You must get organized and
thoroughly organized. Each and every
sheep grower, merchant or banker interested in the welfare of the sheep
growing industry should become a
member of the New Mexico Wool
Growers' Association and let the Asknow
sociation
what provisions
should be put in that bill to meet your
needs. Do not Btand off and let some
one else attend to your business and
find when the bill is passed that there
are requirements in the act that will
prevent you from continuing in business or take away practically all your
profits. If you are not interested in
this matter then you are not interested in your own business. To be able to
do business with any Committee that
may be appointed, the New Mexico
Wool Growers' Association must have
all the sheep growers behind the Association, they must be members of
the Association.' The Association with
only two or three hundred members
cannot go before that Committee and
state that it represents the sheep
growers of New Mexico who number
'

the afternoons. The theme chosen
for the entire convention 1st "The
Materials of Religious Education.
The opening session today was de
voted to addresses of welcome and the
work of organization. This evening
The Biblical Materials in Religious
Education" will be discussed under
various heads, as follows:
'The Application of New Testament
Ethics to Modern Life."
'The Value of the Old Testament
in Training for Citizenship."
'How shall Biblical Ideals be Made
Dominant in a Commercial Era?"
morning the delegates
will consider the value of secular and
aids in religious education, discussing the following topics:
The Ethical Result of Scientific
w

non-religio-

Study."

"The Christian Element in English
literature."
"The Moral Value of Physical Train
ing and Athletics."
'The Religious Value of Various
Forms of Amusement and Entertain
ment."

The subject of "Education Through
Church Activity" will be considered
by the department of churches and
pastors, with the following special

topics:
The Place of Individuality in
Church Life."
Materials Discovered in Pastoral
Work."
"The Influence of Philanthropy on

.

Christian Thought."
The Effects of Missions on Chris
tian Consciousness."
Tomorrow and Thursday there will
be the usual annual survey of the
work of the Association, the Presi
dent's annual address and other stated
features. The closing session on
Thursday will be devoted to a consideration of the materials of religious
education in the life of the nation, in
cluding the following topics:
What is a Christian Nation?"
'Religion in the Founding of the
Republic."
"The Responsibility of a Christian
Nation for the Religious Education of
the World."
The Religious Education Association
was organized in Chicago in 1903 and
since that time has held three great
conventions and numerous local conpublishing many
ferences, besides
volumes dealing with the religious education of the young.
GOSPEL CAMPAIGN TO
SAVE FACTORY WORKERS
New York, Feb. 5. The gospel cam
paign for the salvation of the factory
laborers of Greater New York was Inaugurated today with the holding of
about fifty meetings In as many workshops scattered throughout the city.
When the whistle sounded for noon
the hungry workmen were greeted by
the loud notes of a cornet and mem-

bers of church

committee

passed

programs
among them distributing
and religious literature. Afterwards
a clergyman stationed at each of the
workshops delivered a brief sermon.
At many of the shops audience was
scant, the men unreasonably preferring to go to their meals rather than
listen to a sermon.
The movement was originated by
the labor committee of the Federation
of Churches and Christian Organisations and the meetings will be continued for ten days. Services will be
held only In factories where 100 or
more men are employed. There are
about 1,000 of such institutions In the
ilty and the managers of more than
half of them aave granted permission
for the meetings. Prominent Protestant clergymen ol all denominations
wil aid in the work, including asuch
well known religious leaders as the
Rev. Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, the
Rev. Dr. John Peters, the Rev. Dr.
George Alexander and ' the Rev. Dr.
J. G. Fagg.
The plan carried out today and to
be used on succeeding days is to hold
fifteen minute meetings ia workahlpa
,
several thousand.
There is nothing, there can be noth- where work is 'suspended at noon for
ing, that is of eo much importance half an hour, and thirty minute meetto you as this range control measure. ings in workshops where a full hour
It is of far greater importance than Is allowed for lui.ch.eon.
,
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FOR SALE

I. B. Rose went to Dexter last night
to look after his horses there. He
It was accompanied by Mr. Weatberby;

Farm Land Near Dexter

of Boar.

Amis came down from HereWill Purdy and little eoa. of Carlsford last night.
bad, were visitors here today. Mr.
Purdy Is In the furniture business at
Mrs. J. P. Morris returned to Lake
Carlsbad.
night.
Arthur last
Now is the time to get good corn,
Boellner,
Eyes tested free at U
oats,
bran chops and hay, as our line
8Rtf
Jeweler and Optician.
Is complete. ROSWELi, TRADING
Ruffe

100 acres 2 miles from
Dexter. 50 acres
orchard and 50 acres of alfalfa. Water right with
land. Price.....
$ 14,000
170 acres 2 miles from
town, water right for 60
acres, 20 acres bearing orchard, 30 acres new orchard,
30 acres alfalfa. Price, per
acre
$85
240 acres 4
miles from
town, watered from a fine
artesian well of sufficient
capacity to water 320 acres.
,
Price
$ 13,200
1 24 acres 2 miles from town,
100 acres with water right,
55 acres young orchard, 40
acres alfalfa. Price $12,000
200 acres 2 miles from Dexter, good artesian well and
reservoir, 10 acres
orchard, some alfalfa.
Price, per acre.
$40
Besides these farms we
also have several small
tracts at equally attractive

Mrs. O. D. Whitney was up from COMPANY. j
Dexter today, shopping.
I have some land in Minnesota,
which I would like ta trade for
to
Amarillo
W. H. Rhodes went
property. Come and see me.
this morning oa business.
Charles Brown.
It
Harold Hurd went to Texico this
Joe Baer, special agent for the Mu
morning on oil inspection business.
tual Life Insurance Co., and Edgar
Don't fal) to see our list of bar Calfee, local agent, left last night for
gains In this Issue. Carlton & Bell. Pecos and El Paso.

ll

Mrs. Ella Jackson, who has been
Call 'phone 425 when anything is
wanted in the butcher line. 107 N making Roswell her home for several
86tl. months, left this morning for her old
Main.
home in Wellington, Kan.
morning
J. J. Franks returned this
Four-inc- h
Silk Ribbon, 10c per yd.
from a two weeks horse trading trip Mail Boxes. Alarm Clocks and Fishto Louisiana.
ing Tackle at bargain prices. Biggest
in town 5c. Makia's Bargains.
Tablet
If you buy right you can always
sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
The Joe Wheeler Chapter of TJ. D.
Carlton tc Bell.
C. will meet Thursday afternoon, Feb.
7, 1907, at the residence of Mrs. DiDont forget that I carry the nicest vers,
512 Mo. ave. Mrs. B. F. HARwedding gifts la town. L. B. Boell88t2
ner, &e Jeweler.
It LOW, Sec.

prices. For full particulars
call on or write

o

Richard M. Thorne returned to
returned last
night from a six weeks business vis- Carlsbad last night after spending
several days here on business. Mr.
it in Oklahoma CKy.
Thorne is manager at Carlsbad for
Dr. J. Odd Hamilton came down the Ullery Furniture Co.
from TJrton last night on business for
the TJrton Development Co.
The best and safest way to make
money is to invest In real estate. We
Miss Lou B. Gee returned this mor- have some of the best bargains in
ning from Hagerman, where she" has the Valley. See us. Carlton & Bell.
been baying her claim fenced.
The Spooner Dramatic Company
H. J. Garrard, of Dexter was a bu- arrived In Roswell from the South
siness visitor in Roswell Monday, re- Sunday and will be here for a two
turning to his home laat night.
weeks' engagement at The Majestic.
List Borne furnished rooms for light
Valentines, all kinds, from
house keeping, with me, for I have
Ic
to $3.00. Don't fail to see
several calls. Charles Brown.
It

J. Shields

George

them at the Racket Store.

tf

We have all kinds of bargains In
J. A. Gilmore and little daughter
city property of all kinds. See us beleft this morning for Temple, Texas,
fore you buy. Carlton 4b Belt
on a two weeks visit with relatives.
A piece of Hand Painted China will Mr. Gilmore will also look after busi
make a alee wedding present. L. B. ness interests.
Boellner will save you money on it.
In going to and from the Spooner
Now Is the time to get good Cora, Dramatic Company's show at the Ma
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our jestic this week dont forget to stop
line is complete. Roswell
Trading in at Kipling's Candy Store and get
a cup of hot chocolate.
Co.

n
I

Cozier

l

Co.

Dexter, New Mexico.

sell you a fine ranch in
Texas, unimproved
land
Hondo, a fine improved
a good water right, close
in town. I have each. Charles Brown

Let me
Western
under the
farm with

It

Misses Nellie and Beulah Turknett
returned to their home in Artesia last
night, after making preparations to
.take a correspondence course from
the Woolverton Business College.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Davis returned
to their home in Canyon City this
morning, accompanied by their children, after spending several days as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Burns.

The annual meeting of the stockOil Co. to
J. J. Rascoe went to Lake ArMrs. C. M. Stansberry and children holders of the Roswell
thur last night, and from there will have returned from Los Angeles, Cal., elect directors will be held in Room
go to Carlsbad on a visit of a week where they went to make their home 4 Texas Block, Tuesday, February
or ten days. She has children in both last September. They have decided 12, 1907, at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LEMrs.

towns.

fish

they like Roswell better.

83U2

Sec.

J

anti-toxi- n

Fred Williamson," who has been visiting his daughter, Mrs. Mary C.
Bentley, in Roswell for three months,
left this morning for Burnett, Mar
ble Falls and other points in South
ern Texas for an extended visit. He
may decide to locate there.
Prof. E. Guthrie has taken charge
of the commercial department of the
W. P. B. College in Roswell. Mr. Guth
rie is not only a commercial man, but

his literary qualifications stand at
the top in all examinations held by
this college.
A complete change has been made
in the photographic display in the
Daniel & Daniel drug store window,
and the new work is better, even than
that seen there last week. The pic
tures shown are the product of the
Walton Studio.
-

Best to Plant Now.
Now is the best time to plant
trees, before the roots begin to
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
cheap.

Classified
FOR

"ids.

SALE.

Land scrip. W. G.
FOR SALE.
42tf
Skillman.
.
FOR SALE:
Phaeton and harness.
88t3
Apply 100 S. Penn. ave.
FOR SALE: My place for sale. Apply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7
160 acres patented
FOR SALE:
Hondo land, $16 per acre. See Tom
82t6
Davenport.
miles
or
four
FOR SALE:
Three
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa347.
tf.
phone
or
sis ranch,
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
kaDiamond ring, 1
FOR SALE:

Eir hi

nil

.

a

Ros-we-

r
H. R.-- Morrow left this morning for TERRITORIAL. DEMO- ' '"
Amarillo and does not' expect to visit
CRATIC PLATFORM.
Roswell again for six weeks. He said
(Republished .'by Rscuest.;
that Mr. an? Mrs. J. W.: Thomas pro- .We, the Democrats of New Mexico,
bably would come back to Roswell to
in delegate convention assembled, at
live in about two weeks.
Santa Fe, this twelfth day of SeptemMr. J. B. Stephens, who has .been ber'. 1S06, again record our long conwith the Rock Island R. R. for the tinued allegiance to the time honored
past four years, came in from the In- principles of Democracy as set forth
dian Territory and went to the in the Democratic national platform
"Home" (Ward Sanitarium) to take of 1904, believing, as we heartily do,
the
treatment for tubercu- that they make for a better government of, for and by all the people.
losis,
f
We take especial pride in the fact
that our great national party is justly
Oscar Ramsey, who has been mak- of the people, devoted to a governing his home with his sister, Mrs. ment in the interest of the masses,
George B. Jewett, and working at the and not the classes, founded on the
store of Daniel & Daniel, left last Jeffersonian doctrine of vital governnight for Manzanillo, where he will mental truth, "Equal rights to all,
live with a brother and work in a special privileges to none." the discivil engineering corps.
tinguishing characteristics of Dem.

Circle at her home on N.
Pennsylvania avenue tomorrow
the- - Social

The kinds that

stretdi evenly over uneven

land, making a fence uniform in every respect.

ocracy.
We take further pride in the fact
that, although temporarily out of
control of the affairs and policy of
the national government and of this
Territory, so that we are unable to
put into effect our beneficent principles for the public good, we consti-

Ail

widths from 26 to 58 inch in garden,

Field and Lawn Fence

Poultry netting, galvanized before weaving,
in widths from 12 inches up.

tute a strong and courageous minority, recognizing the admitted fact that
the stronger the minority the greater the safety of our government..
We are proud of our strength and
usefulness as such a temporary
and we .proclaim one fact out
That the most useof many,
ful act to the people in the history of
the .Republican party, the rate regulation law, is entirely Democratic in
doctrine and in prompt and prevailing assistance in its passage, reminding the people in this connection that
the Republican President, who was
promoting this legislation with the
supreme effort of his public career
was hopelessly unable to get the bill
reported out of the committee controlled by corporation servants until
he appealed to the Democratic minority, through whose prompt and patriotic aid the bill was reported and
ultimately became law.
It Is with the profoundest satisfaction and feeling of unusual pride that
we witnessed the hearty and most
unusual welcome home given by the
people of this country. Irrespective of
party, to the Great Commoner and
intrepid leader of our party, William
Jennings Bryan. We look upon him
as the embodiment of the hope and
confidence that the common people
have in a democratic form of government. (Here we omit the statehood
plank, as a dead one.)
We are in favor of home rule in the
appointments to all offices in the
Territory, and wa are also in favor
possiof the fullest
ble under our Territorial conditions,
and the full control of all our internal

'

to-wi- t:

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

--

Phone

175.
The largest and most
stock of LUMHEH,
PAINT, (JLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates
F. DIVERS, Pre,.

Furnished.

EMMETT PATTON. V.

Pre.

ED.

S.

GIBBANY,

Abstracts
Reliable
Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history

Sec.

of

your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.

affairs.
INCORPORATED.
We condemn the present iniquitous fee system in existence in
OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
Phone 320.
New Mexico, for the CompensaOfficials, which
tion of County
is a direct result of Republican legisrat. A brilliant stone, price $175. lation, and by which such officials are every public office and officer in the Mexico, we all know what Strang.?
Address Box 23, Dexter, N. M. 3t paid greatly in excess of the value Territory.
moisture conditions have astonished
We further approve the act of the the oldest inhabitants.
FOR SALE:
Three burner gasoline of their services to the people of
the Terri"These previously unknown pheno-minrange, $10.00; 20. black Minorca their respective counties, thus im- executive in
apparently have one and the
hens 75c each. C. V. Childress, the posing unnecessary and burdensome tory for legislative purposes, and although
which
going
to
extent
not
same
cause.
the
system
of
a
What is that cause?
fee
relic
is
The
taxation.
87t6
Water Man..
bygone days, and we feel that this we believe it ought, yet we accept it Many think it to be the Salton Sea.
loA nice house, well
FOR SALE:
Territory has reached that stage of as being in the interest of good gov There is but one way to determine the
cated. It is a bargain. For terms ap- development and progress which de- ernment.
'matter, and that is scientific exami
ply to Claude Dean, Citizens' Na mands
We emphatically condemn the
We
nation of climatic data through a num
abolition.
immediate
its
88t3 pledge
tional Bank. .
election methods of Republi- ber of years. Only the authorities at
the Democratic party of New
Mexico, and especially its representa- can officials la some parts of the Ter- Washington can do this. It must be
FOR RENT.
tives in the legislative assembly, , to ritory, in padding Registration lists done at once or a great injury may
FOR RENT:
Furnished rooms. Ap- favor and work for the enactment of with the names of absent, fictitious be inflicted on the southwest. Again,
a law placing all county offices upon and alien persons, in tampering with The Citizen would call the attention
87t3
ply 508 N. Pecos.
a salary basis, and .the reduction of poll books and ballot boxes and mak- of the legislature to the importance of
Two front rooms, 204 salaries where they are excessive un- ing false returns, and we pledge the a memorial to Washington."
FOR RENT:
S. Penn. ave. Inquire P." V. Market.
untiring efforts of our party to the
o
der existing statutes.
85t5
We condemn the present election detection and punishment of such aigh
Frank Coe, who has been spending
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Hoom for law of this Territory as deliberately crimes to the end that very Ameri- a month with his cousins, Mr. and
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N. planned and passed for the purpose can citizen may have a fre ballot and Mrs. W. S. Kilgour, left this morning
85tf of preventing the expression of inde- a fair count in the exercise of the for his home in Chicago. T'.vis is the
Main St. .
highest privilege of citizenship.
second winter vacation he has spent
FOR RENT. Five room house, 107 pendent political sentiment and the
And we further condemn the prac- here, being delighted with the ro'.m-trindependent
preferment
candidates
of
NaN.fLea. Apply A. Hanney, at First
tice of employers of labor in some
and expecting to come again.
and we demand its repeal.
85tf.
tional Bank.
We condemn the corrupt and extra- parts of the Territory of coercing
Tjwo furnished rooms, vagant Thirty-sixtFOR RENT:
Legislative As- their employees to vote prepared tickSalaries paid for office work in
with or without board. Apply 703 sembly of the Territory of New Mex- ets without regard to the free will of Roswell do not seem to interest W. 1
8Gt3
N. Richardson.
ico, in itt' special legislation for the the voters.
B. College graduates. Th.y all accept
'
o
positions in other cities as fast as
20 acre farm, fcix room benefit of a few Republican politicFOR RENT:
they graduate. The writer thinks that
house, artesian well. Terms reason- ians, and in its appropriatiou and ex- SHOULD THE SALTON
SEA BE CONTINUED? if more effective office help could b
able. Apply 624 N. Main St. 84tS penditure of public monies for which
The question of whether or not the introduced in this city, business would
it refused to ac jouut to :he people,
and which we charge was used for Salton Sea should be wiped out of ex- begin to pick up. Competent
offirf
WANTED.
istence, or whether it should be pro- help is the money making power of
,
rhe payment j.
debts.
First class Job printer wanted at
tected is arousing considerable inter- any firm. W. P. B. C. Co., W. T.
We condemn the policy of the
the Record office.
nat.ioml administration in est. The Albuquerque Citizen is ad- Woolverton, Manager.
WANTED:
Boarders at the Wool- establishing and charging 'unreason- vocating taking action to have converton business colege 'boarding able rents for fores." reserves in the gress protect the sea, rather than to
JOB PRINTER WANTED.
house, $20 per month, board and Territory of Nev Mex.co as tending dry it up. In writing editorially on
folFirst-clas- s
this
subject,
Citizen
has
the
the
Job Printer Wanted
room.
lo destroy the Uve stock interests of
same, and tz0' especially of tie lowing to say:
Office.
at
the
Record
WANTED:
Reliable man to farm
"From the reports of climatic conmiles ptf rer classes of our people, tvao are ditions gathered in Arizona and south80 acres Hondo land,' 3
Vater right. Call at unable to lease lands for the grazing ern California, there remains no doubt
from city.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
once. E. H. Robins, 302 N. Penn. of their live stock.
there has been in those places as a
(Local Report.)
system
We
condemn
now
the
as
88t3.
Roswell, N. M.. Feb. 5. Temperapracticed in some judicial districts of change from aridity to increased
WANTED:
Gentleman or lady to the Territory,
One district moisture,, as New Mexico has herself, ture. Max., 66; min., 42; mean. 54.
Precipitation, 00; wind S., velocity
travel for mercantile house of large clerk for the entire district, without experienced.
"la California, flowing wells which 4 miles; weather partly cloudy.
Territory at home or deputies In the counties, and ail the
capital.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
abroad to suit. If desirable the court records being kept in one coun- had ceased to flow, are again spoutPartly cloudy tonight and Wedneshome may be used as headquarters. ty, or at the head of the district. We ing with old time vigor, fa Arizona,
Weekly salary of $1,000 per year pledge our earnest effort in passing so great has been recent precipitation day; stationary temperature.
M. WRIGHT,
and expenses. Address Jos. A. Al- such laws as will correct this .burden in snow and rain that mining operaOflHHa.1 In Chrw
tions have been hampered. In New
exander, Roswell, N. M.
It some condition to the litigant.
We are in favor of such legislation
as
will guarantee to the people an
LOST.
a

mi

I

COMPANY.

JOYCE-PRUI- T

JOYCE - PRUIT COMPANY.

djs-hone-

Sacrifice Sale of

Ladies' and Children's Underwear
The Ladies' Wool Florence
Union Suits in White and
Gray. Regular price $2.00

Children's Wool Union Suits
in White and Gray, the $1

sellers, now selling

now

at

h

80C.

SI .3u.
The Ladies' Bayor Union
Suits. Regular price $1.25
now
--

Z4

The Florence Fleeced Union
Suits, in Misses' in Gray
tuu
now selling at
QIJU

try- -

n. wi v., ,

50c.

90c.
The Florence Union Suits in White and
Gray. Regular price $1.00, now

Boys' Fleeced Union Suits, regular 50c
sellers, now

70c.

40c.

The Ladies' Florence Union Suits, styles
LSS, regular price 75c, now

Children's Gray Wool, separate piece, 50c

50c.
The Natural Wool in separate garment.
Regular price $1-2now
5,

tellers, now

to-wi- t:

35c.

90c.

The Children's Mentor Separate Fleece
Lined, regular 35c, sellers, now

The Heavy Fleeced Bibbed, separate piece
garment, the regular 50c garment, now

25c.

'

37k.
The Ladies' regular 35c separate garment,
now

25c.

t.-.-e

Odds and Ends in Ladies' and
Children's Union and Separate piece selling regularly from 50c to $ 1.00, now
A line of

25c.

JoycePrait Co

Little boy's black overcoat
84t5
Return to Record office.
LOST:
Pocketbook containing several bills and a small change purse
with some change, also visiting
cards, one with memorandum on
the back. Liberal reward for return
87tf
to Record office.
LOST:

appellate court separate and distinct

from a trial court.

I

We endorse the promises and per
formance to date in behalf of good
government by the present chief ex
ecutive of this Territory, and heartily approve of his efforts In the investigation of public, affairs. We es
pecially .commend his fearless, pains
in exposing corruption
in public places, and the removal
FOUND.
r
from office of those .guilty of wrongbunch of keys, owner doing ,and graft. Wa hope that the
FOUND:
may have same by proving property work, inaugurated will he extended by 5s
87t3 the executive to the Investigation of
and paying for this ad.
taking-effort-

WALL PAPER
Of all Kinds.

We Put

it on the Wall for you

s

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

